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= shared energy
Form unites with Function to create Synergy—a modular,
award-winning furniture system so innovative the final
results exceed the sum of its individual parts.

form - versatility
Synergy cabinets express the clean look
found in contemporary European styles
combined with made-in-America practicality,
and the finest materials. The cabinets are
available in cherry, maple, walnut and black.
Hardwood doors and surfaces complement
veneered side panels in matching woods or
black, perforated steel. The sturdy corner
posts are anodized aluminum. The snap-on
hinges allow a full range of motion. Form,
Function, Simplicity, Versatility. Synergy
shares these values with customers who
can select one of Synergy’s solutions or
configure their own cabinet to create the
perfect system for their A/V needs.

Infinitely
adjustable
shelves

Perforated door inserts
permit IR signals, add
ventilation and mask
speakers

Snap-on hinges fully extend
doors and remove easily for
better in-cabinet access

Removable rear panel
allows easy access to
A/V components

Precision leveling feet
keep the cabinet level
even on uneven floors

twin 30
triple 20 finished in cherry with black posts

core - function
The core of Synergy cabinetry is a patented, modular design that easily allows
owners to configure cabinets to perfectly match their entertainment needs.
Synergy cabinets are available in Single, Twin, Triple and Quad widths as
well as different heights, including 10, 20, 30 and 40-inches. The modules
can be used as is, with accessories, or combined with each other to precisely
suit individual living spaces. They effortlessly carry the weight of flat-panel TVs
and other components on hardwood bases tops sturdier than many desks.
Strong aluminum posts support the shelves at the precise heights required,
leaving ample ventilation space for heat-generating electronics.
Synergy cores are adaptable and compatible with how our lives are lived.

single

twin

triple

quad

customize - enclosures
Synergy options are abundant and diverse.
The more asked of Synergy, the more it delivers.

Full modularity enhances the cabinets’ extraordinary
flexibility. Rear Panels remove easily, shelves quickly
adjust, cables are channeled out of sight. Doors
employ solid wood framing around frosted glass,
or a perforated center panel that masks speakers
without compromising sound. Convenient Locks
provide as-needed security. An optional Media
Drawer keeps DVDs and CDs hidden but handy.
Extended Rear Panels, made of louvered steel,
add more depth and better ventilation. Everything
about Synergy adapts to meet individual needs.

single 30 finished in walnut with black posts

single

customize - footing
Synergy means style from
the ground up. The cabinets’
Leveler Feet provide strong,
precise support, as do Synergy’s
optional black and silver Saturn
Casters; tapered Stiletto Feet,
also in black and aluminum; and
shapely Polished Aluminum Feet.

twin 20 finished in walnut with aluminum posts

twin

customize - tv mounts
Salamander’s mounting devices make it easy
to integrate LCD or plasma flat-panel TVs
with Synergy Twin, Triple or Quad width
cabinets. The mounts have universal brackets,
support up to 180 lbs., easily integrate with

triple 30 finished in maple with aluminum posts

front-channel speakers, and let users adjust
the height and angle of their screens.
Securely fastened, the TV appears to float.

triple 10 finished in black with black posts

triple

customize - media storage
The Synergy Media Cabinet is ideal for
DVDs and CDs. A standalone storage
solution, its adjustable side panels feature
easy-to-use support pins that let owners
select optimal heights for the unit’s five
aluminum shelves, and rest them flat or at
an angle for easy title scanning. An optional
door keeps the collection out of sight.

A pull-out Media Tray, optional on Synergy
Cabinets, keeps DVDs and CDs hidden but
handy behind the cabinet’s doors.

quad 30 finished in maple with black posts

quad

single 70” tower finished in walnut with black posts

UPT2’s				

connectibility
Synergy Forms follow Function over time
as well as in space, making them ideal
for anyone expanding a cabinet as their
Audio / Video needs change.

Handsome, functional Hutches add an
upper tier to Synergy Wall Systems.
A core module easily expands into a hutch
by attaching a vertical extension of the
same width. Threaded connectors solidly
join the units, assuring visual and structural
integrity and additional years of valuable use.

Two, Single 30” with 40” Extensions Flanking Bridges

							

horizontally as well as vertically.
Special Bridge options span
Synergy cabinets so they run
along a wall as single, unified
forms. Synergy Bridges
accommodate just about any
widescreen TV, and a second
B r i d g e , a b o v e o r below the
screen, can accommodate a
center-channel speaker.

two single 70” towers flanking bridges finished in cherry with black posts

triple 20 with wall and hutch modules finished in walnut with aluminum posts

Synergy cabinets can expand

accessorize

- extend & cool
Active Cooling
Extended Rear Panel
prevent heat build-up
with thermostatically
controlled fans.

Dual maintenance-free
fans cool with precision,
and slotted steel panels
add depth and improve
ventilation.

meeting your needs — and more

- slide

- store

- rack

Pull-Out Shelves 		

A pull-out Media

Easily install

provide quick, 		

Tray, behind Synergy

19” EIA-Standard

easy access

doors, keeps DVDs,

components with 		

to electronic

and CDs hidden but

Rack Mount Kits

components.

handy.

that add professional
flair and access.
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- application

single 30 finished in black with black posts

Frosted Glass

- configuration

Begin by selecting the elements

Consider the cabinet’s form. A

needed to achieve the cabinet’s

simple tower, a low-rising platform,

primary function. Core modules

a wall-filling hutch. Open shelves or

a r e a v a i l a b l e i n S i n g l e , Tw i n ,

enclosed by doors. Many options

Triple and Quad widths as well as

are available.

10, 20, 30 and 40-inch heights.

Maple

Cherry

Walnut

Black

Perforated Steel

Aluminum Post

34
- surface

Select the finish that brings it all
together. Synergy cabinets are
available in three handsome hard
wood surfaces—cherry, maple and
walnut, as well as basic black.
Matching woods provide the side
panels, which are also available in

perforated steel. The aluminum

corner posts come in matte black
or brushed aluminum.

Black Posts

- accessory

Add the accessories that add

more functionality.
•

Footing

•

Lighting

•

Rack Mounts

•

Active Cooling

•

Glass Shelving

•

Door Locks

•

Amp Stands

•

Extended Rear Panels

•

IR Repeater System

•

TV and Speaker Mounts

•

Mountable Power Conditioner

design your own
with the custom configurator
at salamanderdesigns.com

singles

twins

base units

extensions

risers

hutches

walls

For use individually or with
related Synergy elements.

Straight forward additions
that make it easy to extend
Synergy cabinets.

Add height simply and
quickly to Synergy cabinets.

Both handsome and functional,
Hutches add an upper tier to
Synergy Wall Systems.

These modules have all
the height it takes to prove
Synergy can soar.

65.75”W x 9.625”H x 12”D

65.75”W x 39”H x 12”D

23.25”W x 21”H x 19.75”D

23.25”W x 19”H x 19.75”D

23.25”W x 31”H x 19.75”D

23.25”W x 29”H x 19.75”D

23.25”W x 41”H x 19.75”D

23.25”W x 39”H x 19.75”D

44.5”W x 12”H x 19.75”D

44.5”W x 19”H x 19.75”D

base units
44.5”W x 29”H x 19.75”D

44.5”W x 21”H x 19.75”D

A great solution for a center
channel speaker.

44.5”W x 9.625”H x 19.75”D
(Interior Height 8.5”)

44.5”W x 31”H x 19.75”D

44.5”W x 39”H x 19.75”D
Custom Post Heights Available

44.5”W x 41”H x 19.75”D

triples

65.75”W x 12”H x 19.75”D

65.75”W x 19”H x 19.75”D

65.75”W x 21”H x 19.75”D

65.75”W x 29”H x 19.75”D

65.75”W x 9.625”H x 19.75”D
(Interior Height 8.5”)

65.75”W x 31”H x 19.75”D

65.75”W x 39”H x 19.75”D
Custom Post Heights Available

65.75”W x 41”H x 19.75”D

87”W x 12”H x 19.75”D

quads

87”W x 21”H x 19.75”D
87”W x 31”H x 19.75”D

87”W x 9.625”H x 12”D

87”W x 39”H x 12”D

Salamander Designs’ broad lines of Flat-Panel Mounts,
Home Theater Seating and A/V Cabinets — all designed
to work together exceptionally well. Speak with your
Salamander dealer to create your media room your way.

For more information about Salamander products,
visit SalamanderDesigns.com.
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